Proceed to the yellow guard shack, M-371 Checkpoint. Turn right onto Edward White Way.

1. M-371 Security Checkpoint
2. Live Media Parking Lot (for deliveries to adjacent Staging Area on sidewalk)

Your company name must be displayed on the front doors on each side of your vehicle.

Follow the route marked with the red-dotted line. (Ignore the red arrows on this page only.)

From Airport Drive:

Take the 2\textsuperscript{nd} off ramp.

Turn left at the STOP LIGHT.

Drive underneath the overpass.

You are now on Neil Armstrong Way.

Proceed to the yellow guard shack, M-371 Checkpoint.

Turn right onto Edward White Way.
Do not take this first exit.

Your company name must be displayed on the front doors on each side of your vehicle.

Follow the route marked with the red-dotted line.

From Airport Drive:

Take the 2\textsuperscript{nd} off ramp.

Turn left at the STOP LIGHT.

Drive underneath the overpass.

Proceed to the yellow guard shack, M-371 Checkpoint.

Turn right onto Edward White Way.
M-371 Checkpoint (at yellow star below) guard booth is painted yellow.

LIVE MEDIA PARKING LOT (at orange star above) - To be used for deliveries to staging area.

STAGING AREA (at red star) - To be used for deliveries of scissor lifts.
LIVE MEDIA PARKING LOT (at orange star above) To be used for deliveries to staging area.

STAGING AREA (at red star above) To be used for deliveries of scissor lifts.

M-371 Checkpoint (at yellow star below) guard booth is painted yellow.
LIVE MEDIA PARKING LOT  (at orange star below) To be used for deliveries to staging area.

STAGING AREA  (at red star below) To be used for staging of scissor lifts.